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Introduction
My starting point for the analysis of this very long report are the terms of reference given by the commissioning
ministers. For ease of reference these are attached as Appendix A. As will be apparent from my comments I consider
the NZPC has diverted significantly from its reference and produced a set of conclusions and recommendations that
are frequently not supported by its analysis, or even in some places contradicted by its own research. The suggested
policies are almost  totally unrelated  to what was asked of them, impractical,  and most  unlikely to  achieve the
commissioning ministers’ objectives. This divergence from what was asked for  and what NZ needs to raise the
productivity of the hundreds of thousands of NZ firms is illustrated by the heading on page 2 of the overview which
states: “Exporting at scale is the way to reach for the global frontier “.  Whereas Ministers sought advice as to how to
raise the productivity of lagging domestic firms up to similar firms at the national productivity frontier.

The report does make a number of  important, correct, and relevant observations but these are incidental to the
incoherent framework developed.

Main subject matter addressed in these comments.

It is very difficult to address the width of subject matter covered by the report without writing a lengthy exposition so I
will limit my comments to the following issues:

- the concept of ‘innovation ecosystems’
- the distribution  of productivity behind frontier firms
- idea of geographic isolation as being a real issue
- the need for large exporting firms whose productivity performance will trickle down to other firms
- the emphasis in the report on exporting
- motivation and competition
- the proposal for focussed innovation policies and the practicality of the recommendations

At the end of this submission and drawing on the relevant material in the report I will suggest policy options that
actually respond to the terms of reference.

Innovation Ecosystems 
The report  uses this  term to summarise the network of quality firms and institutions providing the physical  and
intellectual inputs that successful businesses need for them to prosper. In looking at the SAE’s studied the authors
realised that the most productive businesses  were surrounded by a myriad of supporting enterprises. This is not at
all surprising or anything new – see the reports history of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare. BUT a major flaw in the report
is that it did not question whether the existence of a particular innovation ecosystem was the cause of or an outcome
from the central firms success. This particularly applies in regard to large frontier firms.

Logic would suggest that as a firm develops, even before exporting, it will establish links with other enterprises it
needs  something  from.  As  the  sophistication  of  the  firm’s  output   increases  it  will  need  increasing  access  to
intellectual inputs including R & D. The alternative to a firm creating an ecosystem around itself is that a firm wanting
to establish itself looks around to find a suitable established innovation ecosystem and links into that environment –
not very likely unless it is producing something very similar to an existing business. In this regard I note the comment
in Box 2.2 “That large and outward facing firms attract diverse ecosytems.” The deliberate creation of innovation
ecosystems by third parties is unlikely to be successful.

On Page 101 the report notes “The effectiveness of focused innovation policy(at an overall national level) is, by its
nature, hard to evaluate” Yet the NZPC recommends NZ goes down that path. The summary of the characteristics of
NZ frontier firms on page 37 also undermines the emphasis on innovation ecosystems – among other things the role
of R & D in these frontier firms is not very great.



Distribution of Productivity behind frontier firms and diffusion
One of the important requirements of the NZPC’s brief was to”  identify factors that contribute to or detract from
diffusion of knowledge and technology in the New Zealand economy, particularly from frontier firms to other firms.
Identify the mechanisms by which this diffusion occurs and interventions available to government to improve this
diffusion.

The analysis of the distribution of productivity by deciles for the SAE’s studied is very revealing.  They almost all have
distributions as great as or greater than NZ’s, and their rate of growth of productivity over the period analysed is not
high. Furthermore it is clear that the productivity of the frontier frims have not trickled down to the lower deciles. See
F3.3  which completely undermines the case that innovation ecosystems in the SAE’s have lead to widespread
productivity gains. Also these SAE’s are making ongoing changes to their innovation policies which suggests they
consider the policies are not effective enough.

In F6.3 the report says “Innovation has spill-over benefits. These provide the rationale for broad government support
for innovation through policies like R&D tax credits, research grants and intellectual property protection; and also,
more widely, for policies such as support for venture capital and skills (the benefits of which are not restricted to
R&D-intensive firms.” This finding is contrary to the evidence in the report of little or no spillover in SAE’s and that
policies in these areas have not been effective in NZ.

Geographic isolation
I am absolutely amazed that productivity analysis continues to cite NZ’s geographic isolation is a factor that needs to
be  taken  into  consideration.  This  idea  is  a  distraction  and  used  as  a  copout  by  many  vested  interests.  NZ’s
geographic position is what it is , and since we can not shift the country, we just have to deal with it. If geographic
isolation were a real problem then the suggestions in the report that we should be establishing polices to attract large
multinational firms to NZ mean that either the polices would be unsuccessful or of such a generous nature that we
would continue to be hostage to the firms. Examples of this latter outcome  are New Zealand Aluminium Smelters
and the IT firms in Ireland.  The heading on page 2 of the reports overview says totally correctly that ;"Geography is
not  destiny”  .  The same sentiment  is  also expressed elsewhere.  As they do not  help the analysis  the multiple
references in the report to geographic isolation need to be struck out after a brief explanation as to why.

Export orientation
The report is heavily weighted to creating  innovation ecosystems to increase exports.  Sure exports are desirable
and the theory of comparative advantage is one of the foundations of international trade. But the terms of reference
ask for an analysis that is focussed on all NZ firms, not just exporters, and asks for solutions that will lead  lagging
firms to catch up with the frontier firms, whether or not they are exporters. The terms of reference only refer to
exports in the context of examining the characteristic of frontier firms.

The need to shift the emphasis in the report away from exporting firms to all NZ firms is very important given the
hundreds of thousands of SME’s with low productivity and producing non-tradeables. 

The need for large (exporting) firms?
F 2.7 says “Fundamental to success in any developed economy is innovation in its internationally tradeable goods
and services. Innovation is essential to gain and retain a competitive advantage. Producing at scale is also essential
to earn high returns in export markets, to cover the large initial (fixed) costs of both innovation and exporting,and
leave a good margin of earnings for higher living standards. “

Also the report notes “Skilling (2020) argues that in small advanced economies large firms are critical for breaking
into international markets.”  As explained in the next paragraph this is obviously not correct.

Lets look at this sweeping conclusions of F2.7 bit by bit. The first sentence is true in that in any developed economy
innovation is fundamental, but it applies to both tradeable and non-tradeables.  In regard to ‘production at scale’
obviously the greater the total value of exports the better it is for NZ. But the total value of exports can come from a
few large firms/sectors as advocated by the report or by a multitude of smaller firms. It is very telling that the report
notes there are 297 NZ firms with export revenue greater than $25 million. Obviously these firms have been able to



handle the “large” fixed entry costs of exporting. On page 69 there is listed the larger of these firms operating on the
international stage. All these firms have been able to establish themselves as exporters and grow larger.

Page 79 of the report says:

  “The role of innovation in domestic trading firms

New Zealand will not significantly raise its aggregate productivity without lifting its export performance (though firms
typically need to be more productive to export) (Chapter2 and Chapter5). Even so, domestic trading sectors of the
economy  will  continue  to  make  important  direct  and  indirect  contributions  to  aggregate  productivity.  For
example:domestic trading sectors account for a substantial proportion of the economy, domestic trading firms provide
a large portion of the inputs used by exporting firms, so the price and quality of their  outputs matter for export
success. Many of the general conditions that favour innovation in exporting, such as support for R&D and for the
supply of skilled workers, are also likely to favour innovation in some domestic trading firms.”  (The role of domestic
firms in supporting exporting firms is a core theme of my submission to the enquiry.)

This paragraph summarises and graphically illustrates the divergence between what the commissioning Ministers
asked for  and the model  for  productivity  growth that  without  substantive evidence the report  advocates.  In this
paragraph the authors write-off a substantial portion of the economy. One of the major implications of that write-off is
that in future if the income distribution of New Zealanders’ is not to increase even further there will need to be a
substantial taxation/benefits policy to shift money from the large productive firms/employees to the employees of the
low productivity firms.

The report advocates that the Government should select large sectors/firms for a focussed innovation policy while at
the same time trying to disengenously suggest it is not picking winners. A  strategy of policies focussed on economy-
wide self-selecting firms as I recommend below would have much lower risk.

Motivation and competition
As noted above the report notes that in the SAE’s examined there has been no trickle down of improved productivity
from domestic frontier firms to the lower deciles. The same applies in NZ.  This is despite the respective governments
having taxation, grants, scientific support, and other policies, to encourage firms to innovate. Why has this innovation
not occurred?

This is because there has not been environments in these countries where innovation in all its aspects have been
required of firms for them to survive let alone grow. Without competitive or other pressures to motivate them firms
can coast along. Without stronger competition and/or other pressures there is no reason to think that the reports
recommendations for an innovation ecosystem are any more likely to lead to change than past government policies.
The report is almost totally silent on creating that necessary new environment.

The report recommends a focus on developing innovation ecosystems in chosen sectors, industries, or groups of
firms. But if a particular effort is focussed on more than one firm there is then a problem of  free-loading by firms
along for the ride without making any contribution or reason to actually do anything at the end of the process. As the
report  notes  in  one  place;  ‘Firms  need to  have  skin  in  the  game.”  But  if  firms are  required  to  make financial
contributions  to  the  costs  of  focussed  innovation  ecosystems  covering  more  than  one  firm  then  how  is  this
apportioned.

Proposals for creating an innovation ecosystem.
The report  explains at length what a desirable innovation ecosystem should look like, what is required for  it  to
operate  successfully,  particularly  in  regards  to  governance,  management  and  review,  and  the  role  for  various
agencies  of  the  Government.  It  envisages  a  very  dynamic  system  that  can  cope  with  the  massive  range  of
circumstances that exist for the full range of outputs, markets, R&D requirements, ownership systems, etc.  This
would necessitate  a range of flexibility for the management decision makers in the government agencies developing
the ecosystems that is the antithesis of the basic government processes in a parliamentary democracy such as
ours.There is a parallel between the requirements to develop/operate the proposed innovation ecosystems  and NZ’s



recent experience with the Provincial Growth Fund. I do not think the NZ governing system is potentially dynamic
enough.

Conclusions
The  report  has  very  few  suggestions  as  to  how  NZ  firms  lagging  domestic  frontier  firms  can  improve  their
performance.  Instead  there  is  mainly  an  emphasis  on  a  focussed  innovation  policy  aimed  at  developing  large
exporting businesses even though there is no evidence why this should be successful.

Alternative approach

The Doblin framework on page 87 of the report details the 10 areas of innovation required by a successful business. 

My suggestion is that:
- an analysis should actually be done of why the domestic frontier firms are more productive.
-   the  existing  government  supporting  services,  grants,  subsidies,  tax  concessions,  etc,  should  be  
reorganised and supplemented if necessary into groups related to and expert on both each of the 10  Doblin 
areas of innovation and the factors why the NZ frontier firms succeed.
- then individual firms should be offered access to these services with some degree of subsidy. But to  
increase effective competition these offers of help should only be made to firms in the second and third  
deciles of productivity not every firm in the sector/industry nor the first decile.  The idea is that the first,  
second, and third decile firms will create a core of competing businesses that will draw in resources from the 
lower deciles.



APPENDIX A

Scope 

Having regard to the context outlined above, the referring Ministers request that the 
Commission undertake an inquiry into maximising the contribution of New Zealand's frontier 
firms to aggregate productivity growth through their own performance and through the diffusion 
of innovations from frontier firms to other domestic firms. 

For the purposes of the inquiry the Commission should:

•establish a coherent and measurable classification of what constitutes a frontier firm, and what 
the distribution of New Zealand firms looks like behind the productivity frontier. This could 
include benchmarking the performance of New Zealand's firms with international peers.

•building on research from New Zealand and elsewhere, investigate the internal or external 
characteristics of New Zealand's frontier firms that correlate with productivity performance, and 
where possible make observations about likely causation. Relevant characteristics could 
include: 

oaccess to I use of capital (including type of capital and support received, and whether 
foreign or domestic);
olevel of competition;
olocation;
oexport status;
ostaff skill / governance and management capability levels (including whether migration 
flows are used to acquire these skills);
odistribution across sectors at an aggregate and more detailed level;
ofirm age; and
orate of growth and expansion

.•drawing on the above analysis, identify factors that could be inhibiting the performance of New
Zealand's frontier firms, and the interventions available to government that will (or will not) 
effectively lift their performance.

•identify factors that contribute to or detract from diffusion of knowledge and technology in the 
New Zealand economy, particularly from frontier firms to other firms. Identify the mechanisms by
which this diffusion occurs and interventions available to government to improve this diffusion.

•investigate the economic contribution of Maori frontier firms. In particular, the Commission 
should consider, having consulted with Maori firms:owhat challenges / constraints, and what 
resources / opportunities, are unique or greater for Maori firms at the frontier; andohow the 
diffusion of technology or practices from Maori frontier firms may be different from other frontier 
firms.

•use its focus on public engagement, and links with the OECD and other international agencies,
to recommend responses and policies that are actionable and implementable 


